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Abstract

Natural communities can be complex. Such complexity makes it difficult to discern the mechanisms generating

community structure. In this paper we review concepts and issues related to linking functional and community studies

while also including greater complexity into the experimental realm. These principles are primarily illustrated with case

studies involving predation ecology in a freshwater snail-fish-crayfish model system. The system illustrates how predator

impacts on prey are mediated by multiple prey traits, correlations between traits, functional trade-offs in predator defence,

interactions between predators, and interactions with other community members. We argue for a pluralistic approach to

investigating mechanisms of community structure; that is, an approach that integrates many subdisciplines of ecology and

evolution. We discuss four main areas that when used together yield important insights on community structure. First,

selection gradient analyses formally link functional and community ecology. This formalisation is shown to help identify

targets of selection, estimate environment-specific mortality rates, and identify agents of selection in complex communities.

Second, we encourage increased focus on emergent community properties (results not predicted based on pairwise species

interactions). Third, we emphasise that a community, rather than a web of species interactions, may more profitably be

viewed as a network of trait interactions. This trait-centred view makes clear how indirect community effects arise between

species that do not interact physically. This perspective also leads to our fourth topic, the integration of phenotypes. Just as

populations evolve co-adapted suites of traits, so too should individuals embody integrated trait correlations, termed ‘trait

integration’, rather than randomly assembled collections of phenotypes. All the perspectives mentioned above suggest that

investigations should focus on multiple traits and multiple environments simultaneously, rather than singular, atomised

components of complex systems.
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1. Introduction

A multitude of interactions contribute to com-

munity structure (reviewed in Polis and Winemiller,

1996). Such complexity makes it difficult to discern

the mechanisms generating pattern in natural com-

munities. Complexity also implies that no single

approach to the study of community structure is

likely to succeed. In particular, we would like to

begin by reiterating a point made by many natural-

ists previously, that processes underlying community
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structure are both ecological and evolutionary in

nature (Losos, 1990, 1996; Winemiller, 1991;

McPeek, 1996; Miller and Travis, 1996; Webb,

2000). Although it is still unclear at this point to

what degree deterministic as opposed to stochastic

processes contribute to community patterns (e.g.

Gotelli and Graves, 1996; Bell, 2001; Hubbell,

2001), for purposes here we will address non-

random processes. Our thesis is that to understand

this natural complexity, one must integrate many

subdisciplines of ecology and evolution. That is, a

pluralistic approach is required to continue increas-

ing our understanding of natural communities. To

shed light on this approach, we first discuss com-

bining ecological and evolutionary perspectives,

then follow with some specific aspects of ecological

integration centred around multiple traits and multi-

ple agents of selection.

Reasons for integrating aspects of ecology and

evolution in community ecology are numerous.

First, community ecologists will benefit greatly from

borrowing a tool from evolutionary biology: selec-

tion gradient analysis. Selection gradient analysis, as

we argue, emerges as a natural extension of func-

tional ecology which parameterises both ecological

and evolutionary effects simultaneously. When ap-

plied as we present in this paper, this procedure

generates parameters describing impacts of one or a

set of species on the abundance and trait distribu-

tions of a focal species. So one formula can

describe both the relative mortality suffered by a

species and the magnitude and direction of selection

acting on specific traits. This wedding of ecology

and evolution provides the type of synthesis ecolo-

gists have called for in recent years (e.g. see articles

in Ecology 77:5).

Second, due to the complex nature of interactions

within communities, emergent properties arise pro-

ducing patterns not predicted based on pairwise

interactions. For example, knowing the impact of

predator A on a prey species, and knowing predator

B’s impact, one may not simply sum these inter-

actions and accurately predict responses in the

presence of both predators (Soluk, 1993; Sih et al.,

1998).

Third, to fully understand how community pat-

terns emerge from a complex network of interacting

species and abiotic processes, we must simultane-

ously address multiple components of a community

and examine all relevant interactions. Constituent

species within communities are often linked through

both direct and indirect interactions (Kerfoot, 1987;

Wootton, 1994). Direct effects result from physical

interaction between two species, while indirect

effects require the presence of intermediary species

or a set of physical or chemical variables. For

example, a common indirect effect is exploitative

competition, where one species impacts the density

of another species through consumption of shared

prey (Connell, 1983; Shoener, 1983; Goldberg and

Barton, 1992; Wootton, 1994; Grover, 1997). There

are two major types of indirect effects (Wootton,

1993). The previous example represents a density-

mediated indirect effect; however, indirect effects

also arise when one species influences how two

other species interact (i.e. trait-mediated indirect

effect, Abrams et al., 1996). Trait-mediated indirect

effects commonly involve predator-induced behav-

ioural shifts in a prey, which have cascading effects

on prey resources (e.g. Lima and Dill, 1990; Turner

and Mittelbach, 1990; Huang and Sih, 1991; Werner,

1992; Schmitz et al., 1997; Ripple et al., 2001;

Trussell et al., 2002). However, trait-mediated indi-

rect effects can result from any type of interaction

(predatory or not) which alters the interaction

between two or more other species (Wootton, 1993,

2002). So a complete picture of structuring factors

in communities would incorporate these ‘hidden

arrows’ connecting seemingly disjunct species. Such

hidden arrows are perhaps the basis of all emergent

community effects.

Finally, while a given species must deal with

numerous interactions and potentially mitigate sev-

eral diverse agents of selection, they can use a

variety of traits to this end. That is, they have

multiple traits to mitigate their multitude of selection

pressures. Again, rather than expecting singular

interactions to be additive, we can expect interesting

yet empirically accessible patterns to emerge. Com-

binations of traits can be crafted (evolutionarily) to

provide integrated adaptations (i.e. trait integration,

sensu DeWitt et al., 1999). For example, traits might

be used in a compensatory manner, such as behav-

ioural responses that compensate for morphological

vulnerabilities. Such an instance occurs in fish-cray-

fish interactions. More vulnerable life stages of cray-
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fish exhibit a greater degree of behavioural response

to predatory fishes (Stein and Magnuson, 1976;

Stein, 1977; Keller and Moore, 1999, 2000), illus-

trating a compensatory relationship between size and

behaviour. In theory, even complex traits such as

phenotypic plasticity and bet-hedging can be used in

an integrated manner (DeWitt and Langerhans, in

press).

In this paper we review concepts and issues related

to understanding community structure through inte-

gration of ecological and evolutionary subdisciplines.

We emphasise simultaneous study of multiple traits

and multiple agents of selection. These topics are

illustrated with repeated reference to a model system

(physid snails, sunfish and crayfish) for continuity, but

we also provide other examples. Taken to the extreme,

the pluralistic approach we prescribe would include

study of all traits as they mediate all combinations of

biotic and abiotic interactions. Failing that, as we

must, the best we can do is to choose informative

systems for study, and follow our naturalist’s sense for

the most important interactions and processes to study.

This paper is meant mainly to identify types of

interactions and processes that deserve particularly

close scrutiny.

2. Functional ecology and selection gradient

analysis

Integration of ecological and evolutionary param-

eters could prove highly useful in finding and quanti-

fying community-structuring mechanisms. Despite

this potential, no community ecological study of

which we are aware has used a key technique of

evolutionary biology, selection gradient analysis.

Non-random factors structuring communities presum-

ably stem from functional mechanisms, and these

mechanisms are studied under the rubric of functional

ecology. Functional ecology examines how traits

mediate performance in relevant environments. As-

suming that performance translates to fitness (Arnold,

1983), functional ecological research can simultane-

ously yield both ecological and evolutionary insight.

Performance measures, almost by definition, equate

with selection coefficients, yet functional ecological

papers do not report these coefficients (Arnold,

1983). Selection coefficients describe the magnitude

and direction of selection acting on phenotypes while

also providing a standardised metric comparable

across studies (Lande and Arnold, 1983). As we

describe below, selection gradient analyses parame-

terise effects on both the number of organisms and

the distribution of trait values among high and low

performers.

Selection gradient analysis uses multiple regres-

sion to describe the relationship between relative

fitness (w) and standardised trait values (z1. . .nV) for

multiple traits (Lande and Arnold, 1983). The basic

model is:

wij ¼ h0 þ h1z1Vþ h2z2Vþ . . .hnznV

Thus for each environment ( j), fitness variance

among individuals (i) is partitioned into effects

attributable to each of n traits. Multiple regression

calculates a constant (h0) and n partial regression

coefficients (selection gradients, h1. . .n). These coef-

ficients (selection gradients) describe selection acting

directly on focal traits (z1. . .n) by statistically control-

ling for selection acting only indirectly, through trait

correlations. Stabilising selection can also be esti-

mated, if warranted, by including polynomial trait

values in the regression model (Lande and Arnold,

1983; Brodie et al., 1995). Finally, trait interactions

can be included in the model to test for correlational

selection (i.e. selection acting uniquely on trait

combinations). Correlational selection is of interest

because it drives evolution of some forms of trait

integration (see Section 5).

Below we highlight three specific ways selection

gradient analyses inform community studies:

1. Identification of true targets of selection, providing

a focus for detailed functional ecology

2. Estimation of environment-specific mortalities

comparable across studies

3. Identification of specific agents of mortality in

complex food webs

First, because selection gradients identify fitness

effects attributable strictly to individual traits, by

controlling for indirect effects acting through trait

correlations, they point to appropriate targets for

detailed functional ecological work. For example, if

one were to find a positive relationship between leg
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length and survivorship in an arboreal primate, it

might be tempting to conclude that leg length

mediates survival. However, a selection gradient

analysis could reveal the only reason long-legged

primates have high survivorship is that these indi-

viduals also tend to have long arms, which facilitate

arboreal locomotion and serve as the true target of

selection.

Second, a distinction between h1. . .n and h0 should

be made. A selection gradient (h1. . .n) is equivalent to

a slope which specifies how specific trait values help

mitigate the selective agent. On the other hand, the

intercept (h0) reflects an elevation which is deter-

mined by average performance in a given environ-

ment. For example, if survivorship is used as fitness,

benign environments (i.e. higher survivorship) will

have a greater elevation than harsher environments. In

this case, if there is twice the mortality in environment

B, its marginal mean ( = intercept when using stand-

ardised trait values) will be half that of the benign

environment.

Third, among the most important (and virtually

unrecognised) aspects of selection gradients is their

potential to disentangle agents of mortality in com-

plex communities. This is because the slope of

selection in a complex environment is a weighted

compilation of actions due to each individual agent

of selection. So if the selection gradient in a complex

environment is intermediate between the single-fac-

tor environments, then all agents of selection con-

tributed equally as sources of mortality. The degree

to which the mixed-environment selection gradient

deviates from intermediacy should reflect the bias in

mortality where one agent of selection creates more

mortality than the other. For example, imagine pred-

ator A, when alone, exerts a selection gradient of

hi,A= 0.4 on trait i of its prey. Further, predator B,

when alone, exerts a selection gradient of hi,B =� 0.4

on this prey trait. If the selection gradient in the

presence of both predators is zero, this suggests that

selection for high trait values by predator A is

exactly offset by selection for low trait values by

predator B. Such a result represents additive selec-

tion, where the sum of individual selection gradients

equals the selection experienced when agents are

simultaneously present. However if hi,A + B>0, this

suggests predator A is eating the majority of prey

(i.e. emergent selection).

Selection gradient analysis can be performed in

laboratory or field settings. Field studies are perhaps

most common (reviewed in Kingsolver et al., 2001),

but even when conducted in the laboratory, selection

gradient analysis can generate predictions about nat-

ural populations.

Box 1. Case study of functional ecology and selection gradient analysis

Freshwater snails face a variety of functionally diverse predators (Snyder, 1967; Tripet and Perrin, 1994;

Reed and Janzen, 1999; DeWitt et al., 2000; Trussell and Smith, 2000). Previous field and laboratory studies

found that certain alternative predators create functional trade-offs (divergent natural selection) for several

snail traits (DeWitt et al., 2000). Recently we addressed these trade-offs more formally, and simultaneously,

using selection gradient analysis (Langerhans and DeWitt, unpublished). We find that when functionally

diverse predators consume snails, contrasting selection gradients arise for snail behaviour, morphology and

life history. Oppositely-signed selection gradients (selection favouring positive standardised trait values in

one environment but negative values in another) indicate divergent natural selection. Most significantly, we

also found that divergent natural selection and its component selection gradients provide a foundation for

understanding community effects.

First we wish to highlight the utility of selection gradients for identifying true targets of selection. In a

mesocosm experiment, snails (Physa virgata) were exposed to predation in three alternative predator

environments: crayfish, Procambarus clarkii, redear sunfish, Lepomis microlophus, and both predators

combined. To ensure the expectation in our combined predator treatment was intermediate, predator densities

used were half those in the single-predator treatments (i.e. D1 + 2 = 1/2 D1 + 1/2 D2; Soluk, 1993). We allowed

14 hours of predation and calculated selection coefficients for several snail traits (Table 1).
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3. Emergent impacts

With the complexity of potential interactions

among species, unexpected patterns may emerge in

communities. One area of emergent community prop-

erties currently receiving focused attention is that of

multiple-predator effects (Sih et al., 1998). A multi-

ple-predator effect is indicated when knowledge of

individual predator impacts on a prey species does not

predict the observed impact when both predators are

present. That is, a multiple-predator effect emerges

when interactions at work within a community do not

reflect the sum of individual effects (Fig. 2).

Predation is a primary structuring force in many

communities (Sih et al., 1985; Kerfoot and Sih, 1987;

Lima and Dill, 1990; Jackson et al., 2001). Virtually

Table 1 presents selection gradients (partial regression coefficients) and selection differentials for four snail

traits. Selection differentials are the univariate equivalents of selection gradients (Lande and Arnold, 1983)

and describe the total intensity of selection acting on a trait (direct and indirect selection). When fitness is

survivorship, a selection differential is simply the difference in a standardised trait value among the survivors

and the pre-selection individuals. So a coefficient of 0.2 means that an increase of one standard deviation in

phenotype provides a 20% increase in fitness.

Due to trait correlations (see Section 5), the selective effect on one trait can be washed out, or even

reversed, by compensatory effects in a correlated trait. Consider the shaded region of Table 1, which shows

strong significant selection on covered habitat use. These effects were not evident in the selection differential

analysis, probably because these snails are known to employ trait compensation between behaviour and

morphology (DeWitt et al., 1999; Rundle and Brönmark, 2001). Since trait correlations are common, and

because they are expected due to trait integration (see Section 5), this problem will pervade in studies

focusing only on a single trait.

Second, selection gradient analysis provides environment-specific y-intercepts in addition to partial

regression coefficients (selection gradients). Since this method is applied to standardised trait values, the y-

intercept is equivalent to the marginal mean fitness and provides a useful way to compare mortalities across

environments and across studies. Additionally, fitness functions can be generated from selection gradients to

illustrate effects of alternative environments on mortality and trait distributions of a focal species (Fig. 1). In our

case study, fish caused a greater mortality than crayfish when single predator types were present, but mortality

was greatest in the combined predator treatment. These patterns of mortality are indicated by circling y-

intercepts (h0’s) in Fig. 1. The slopes of our fitness functions (h1. . .n) demonstrated that fish selected for round

shells and covered habitat use in snails. Crayfish selected for elongate shells and avoidance of covered habitat in

snails. These results, although produced in a mesocosm study, create predictions concerning natural snail

populations. Oppositely signed selection gradients predict that snails in populations with only fish predators will

exhibit round shells and frequent use of covered habitat, relative to those in populations with crayfish. For shell

morphology, this prediction has been upheld by field surveys (DeWitt et al., 2000). The functional ecological

details of shell morphology as it relates to antipredator defences is explored elsewhere (DeWitt et al., 2000; see

also Krist, 2002). Here we focus on the numerical selection gradients themselves, especially in the combined

predator treatment.

Using selection gradients, we were able to infer the primary predator responsible for prey mortality in the

combined predator treatment. Note that for shell shape and behaviour—the two traits with opposite signs across

environments—selection in the combined predator treatment was not intermediate (i.e. a non-additive effect

emerged). The selection gradients were very similar to that in the crayfish-only treatment, or perhaps they are

more exaggerated than in the crayfish-only environments (Table 1, Fig. 1). This strongly indicates that most or

perhaps all predation in the combined predation treatment was due to crayfish. Our expectation was for

equivalent predation, or possibly greater predation by fish in the combined treatments. However, the identity of

the true predator is betrayed by its unique form of selection.

Box 1 (continued)
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Box 2. Case study of emergent impacts

Since freshwater snails are prey to diverse predator types, they represent an ideal system in which to

test for emergent impacts. The mesocosm experiment described in Box 1 revealed an emergent

ecological impact, where snail mortality in the presence of both predators was significantly greater

than expected based on additive effects of individual predators (i.e. non-additive predation; Fig. 3, left

panel). A selection gradient analysis assisted in unveiling the likely mechanism producing the emergent

effect. Note for example, the parallelism between the emergent predator impact and emergent selection

gradients (i.e. non-additive mortality and selection gradients). To illustrate this effect graphically, we

have reproduced selection gradients for covered habitat use next to the emergent ecological impact graph

below (Fig. 3). Fish presence induces covered habitat use in snails (Turner, 1996). This behaviour

removes snails from the visual field and physical reach of fish predators. However, crayfish are

substratum dwelling predators that frequent covered habitats. So snails seeking refuge from fish crawl

into the clutches of crayfish.

In the preceding example, evolutionary parameters (selection gradients) revealed a mechanistic

explanation of an emergent community ecological pattern. This explanation was made possible only by

simultaneously integrating the study of multiple traits and multiple agents of selection using the stand-

ardised framework of selection gradient analysis. While these results were produced in a mesocosm setting,

the utility of a multiple-trait, multiple-environment approach also can be extended to field studies. For

example, enclosure/exclosure experiments could manipulate the presence of particular predators and prey

mortality and trait distributions could be obtained. Field studies of this type have yet to be performed in the

physid snail system.

all communities contain multiple predator species

(Schoener, 1989; Wilbur and Fauth, 1990; Polis,

1991; Polis and Strong, 1996; Sih et al., 1998).

Clearly then, insight into emergent effects of multiple

predators will greatly aid our understanding of com-

munity structure; and these effects underscore the

inherent complexity of species interactions.

4. Indirect community effects and the ‘trait space’

view

The role of indirect effects in structuring com-

munities has received much theoretical and empiri-

cal attention (reviewed in Case and Bender, 1981;

Kerfoot, 1987; Billick and Case, 1994; Wootton,

Table 1

Selection coefficients for four snail traits in the three predator environments

CC: crayfish, FF: fish, FC: fish and crayfish. * P < 0.05. ns Not significant. y Significant under heavy predation only. z Significant if outlier is

excluded. Selection in the FC treatment was tested for deviation from both zero and from the additive expectation. Data from Langerhans and

DeWitt (unpublished).
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1994, 2002; Abrams et al., 1996; Sih et al., 1998).

The two types of indirect effects are illustrated in

Fig. 4. The first type, density-mediated indirect

effects (also termed interaction chains, sensu Woot-

ton, 1993), has been a major focus of community

ecologists for decades. Many important ecological

phenomena such as interspecific competition, tro-

phic cascades and apparent competition result from

density-mediated indirect effects (reviewed in Woot-

ton, 1994, 2002; Pace et al., 1999). The second

type, trait-mediated indirect effects (also termed

interaction modifications, sensu Wootton, 1993),

has only recently received critical attention (e.g.

Werner, 1992; Wootton, 1993, 1994; Werner and

McPeek, 1994; Abrams et al., 1996; Werner and

Anholt, 1996; Schmitz, 1998; Peacor and Werner,

2001).

While we do not yet know the general impor-

tance of trait-mediated indirect effects in natural

communities, many studies suggest their role rivals

that of density-mediated indirect effects (e.g. Beck-

erman et al., 1997; Bernot and Turner, 2001;

Peacor and Werner, 2001; Trussell et al., 2002).

We should also stress that the labels for indirect

effects (density-versus trait-mediated) can be mis-

leading. All interactions among species, direct or

indirect, are inevitably mediated by traits. In our

view a community can be seen as a complex

system of trait interactions. For example, any given

species exhibits several types of traits (e.g. life

history, morphology, behaviour), each of which can

mediate interactions with other species. In addition,

traits may be context-dependent (e.g. behaviour,

Lima and Dill, 1990; morphology, Scheiner,

1993). Both abiotic and biotic environments can

alter traits in ways that change interactions

between species. The large number of possible

trait interactions within even ‘simple’ communities

creates a situation of rapidly emerging complexity.

Fig. 1. Fitness functions for two snail traits in the three predator environments (CC, crayfish; FF, fish; FC, fish and crayfish). Environment-

specific y-intercepts are circled to highlight relative mortality differences across predator environments. Data from Langerhans and DeWitt

(unpublished).

Fig. 2. Multiple-predator effect in a hypothetical community

with two predators (A, B) and one prey (C). The interactions

observed between predator-prey pairs when taken out of its

ecological context may not be representative of the interactions

within the community as a whole. So summing the effects of

A and B on C does not necessarily equal the combined

effects.
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Yet even when indirect effects inevitably arise, one

way to better understand the diversity of structur-

ing factors is through experimentation with model

systems.

5. Trait integration

The concept of trait integration is an extension of

co-adaptation theory. In trait integration, however,

several types of interrelationships of traits are explic-

itly recognised at the individual level. Co-adaptation

in the usual sense implies coordinated evolution of

several traits in a focal population as phenotypes

adjust to a common agent of selection (Schmalhau-

sen, 1949). For example, imagine that populations A

and B are initially both adapted to common con-

ditions, but then the environment changes for pop-

ulation B. Several traits perhaps bear on adapting to

the new environment. The first trait to move will be

that with the greatest product of selection and

additive genetic variance. Once the first trait adjusts

Box 3. Case study of indirect community effects

Both density-and trait-mediated indirect effects occur in the snail-fish-crayfish system (e.g. Brönmark et

al., 1992; Lodge et al., 1994; Turner, 1997; Turner et al., 2000; Bernot and Turner, 2001). Brönmark et al.

(1992) found a density-mediated effect where pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus) predation on snails

indirectly increased periphytic algae biomass and dramatically modified the species composition of

periphyton. Also, Bernot and Turner (2001) demonstrated a trait-mediated effect in the system where

different predators caused alternative habitat shifts in snails, resulting in alternative effects on snail

resources. Snails in the presence of caged pumpkinseed sunfish preferentially used covered habitats, while

snails in the presence of caged crayfish (Orconectes rusticus) preferentially used near-surface habitats. These

behavioural shifts resulted in large differences in periphyton standing crop: periphyton in covered habitats

was 193% greater in crayfish presence and periphyton in near-surface habitats was 110% greater in sunfish

presence.

Most studies on trait-mediated indirect effects to date involve behavioural changes in a focal species (e.g.

Lima and Dill, 1990; Turner and Mittelbach, 1990; Huang and Sih, 1991; Werner, 1992; Schmitz et al., 1997;

Ripple et al., 2001; Trussell et al., 2002). Other types of traits also influence interactions between other

community members. For example, Wootton (1993) found that barnacles modify a bird-limpet interaction via

shell colour. Since barnacles resemble limpets in shell colour, they reduce the ability of predatory birds to

locate the limpets. Also, recent studies suggest that plastic changes in morphology and life history are

important in creating trait-mediated indirect effects (Chase, 1999; Raimondi et al., 2000; Relyea, 2000;

Agrawal, 2001; Langerhans and DeWitt, 2002).

Developmental phenotypic plasticity, much like behavioural flexibility, might greatly contribute to the

context-dependent nature of species interactions within communities. Plasticity, environmentally con-

tingent phenotypic expression, should enhance the likelihood that the nature of interactions among

several species would change across environments. For instance, Relyea (2000) found that predator-

induced morphological plasticity in tadpoles altered competitive interactions among tadpoles. Addition-

ally, Langerhans and DeWitt (2002) demonstrated a morphological change in snails in response to non-

predatory members of its community that enhances their vulnerability to actual predators. Knowledge of

the physid snail system suggests that such interactions will translate into important cascades throughout

the food web (e.g. increased periphyton levels, increased crayfish density, decreased macrophyte

density).
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to the new environment, interactions of other traits to

accommodate the first change must take place to

provide an integrated, or ‘harmonious’ overall adap-

tation. Thus, summing across populations, trait cor-

relations emerge—some organisms have trait suite

A and some have trait suite B resulting from co-

adaptation.

Similarly, trait integration is about ways traits are

correlated, but specifically addresses how traits are

correlated within populations (Table 2). The nature of

these trait correlations will often be the direct result of

natural selection. For example, often two traits must

be used in a complementary manner, such that the

fitness conferred by a specific value of trait A depends

Fig. 3. Emergent ecological and selective impacts. Left panel: snail mortality in the three alternative predator environments (CC, crayfish; FF,

fish; FC, fish plus crayfish). Right panel: selection gradients for covered habitat use (hCH) for the three environments. Negative selection

gradient values indicate that covered habitat use reduces fitness; positive values indicate the behaviour is adaptive. Additive expectations in the

combined predator environment are indicated with X’s in each panel. Values represent means F 1 SE.

Fig. 4. The two types of indirect effects. In both cases, species A

indirectly affects species C. Left, a chain of direct interactions

results in an indirect effect of species A on species C; species A

directly impacts B and B directly impacts C. Right, species A

indirectly affects species C by altering the interaction between

species B and C. Here, species A either alters a trait of B or C, or it

alters the environmental context of the interaction between species

B and C. Adapted from Wootton (1993).

Table 2

Types of trait integration

Codependence: Mechanical dependence between traits.

For example, where swimming speed

and tail size are correlated because

one trait is strictly determined

by another.

Complementation: A correlation between mechanically

independent traits where traits must

be used in specific combinations to be

effective. Here the functional

significance of a given trait value

depends on the value of another trait.

Compensation: Negative correlation between

mechanically and functionally independent

traits as they impact fitness.

For example, morphologically vulnerable

prey may compensate with increased

antipredator behaviour, or vice versa.

Cospecialisation: Positive correlation between

mechanically and functionally

independent traits. For example,

a subset of individuals are

specialised for a given environment,

whereas others are specialised for

an alternative environment.
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on the value of trait B (i.e. epistasis for fitness). In

garter snakes, two morphologies exist: cryptic and

striped. Cryptic coloration is most effective when used

with a certain type of behaviour—jumping away from

potential predators followed by strict immobilisation.

Striped coloration is more adaptive when snakes

behaviourally flee their predators (Brodie, 1992). This

form of correlation is termed ‘trait complementation’

(DeWitt et al., 1999).

In other cases selection will favour individuals with

a negative correlation between traits, such that selec-

tion is mediated by either trait A or B, rather than by

specific combinations of the traits. For example, snails

that are morphologically more vulnerable to predators

perform more defensive behaviours (DeWitt et al.,

1999; Rundle and Brönmark, 2001). This form of

correlation is termed ‘trait compensation’. Traits may

also be mechanically linked (‘trait codependence’)

such as the requirement of certain tail morphologies

to enact faster escape swimming. Finally, traits may

be mechanically and functionally independent, but be

positively correlated in terms of their effect on fitness

(‘trait cospecialisation’).

6. General conclusions

Since multiple processes contribute to the com-

plexity of natural systems, a pluralistic approach to

community ecology is required. Integration of sub-

disciplines (inter- and multi-disciplinary research) is

becoming increasingly common (e.g. JSR 47: 3/4),

and this trend is being encouraged by research

funding agencies (Mervis, 1999). The recent NIOZ

symposium, ‘Structuring Factors in Shallow Marine

Coastal Communities’ from which several papers in

the present issue of JSR derive, also attests to this

trend (see also JSR 48:2). Our goal in the present

paper is to point out several profitable avenues for a

pluralistic ecology.

We discussed four major areas we believe provide

beneficial routes for a more integrative community

ecology. Specifically, we emphasised the need for

multiple-trait and multiple-species approaches. We

argued that selection gradient analysis can serve as a

natural bridge between functional and community

ecology. Selection gradients simultaneously reveal

information about ecology (h0’s, environment-specific

performances) and evolutionary trajectories (h1. . .n,

trait differences between low and high performers).

We argued that emergent effects are likely to abound

in natural communities (e.g. multiple-predator effects,

Sih et al., 1998), reflecting the complex nature of

species interactions. Such complexity results in a

network of interactions, the nature and consequences

of which are often dependent upon third parties (i.e.

Box 4. Case study of trait integration

Trait compensation has been shown at two scales in the snail system: within and between species. For

example, DeWitt et al. (1999) found that physid snails (P. heterostropha) behaviourally compensate for

morphological vulnerabilities. Vulnerability to crayfish is largely a function of snail size—increasing size

decreases vulnerability up to about 10-mm shell length, after which there seems to be an absolute refuge from

predation (Alexander and Covich, 1991). Fig. 5 shows the compensatory relationship between behaviour and

morphology, with vulnerable size classes indicated by shading. Rundle and Brönmark (2001) found a similar

trend across species of snails, where snail species having thinner shells (more vulnerable to predation)

exhibited a greater amount of antipredator behaviour. Note that if one were to measure only a single trait, say

behaviour or morphology alone, net selection would be minimised because vulnerabilities due to one trait

would be offset by defence conferred by the unmeasured trait.

One of the important points to highlight here, besides the interesting adaptive nature of trait integration, is

that a multiple-trait and multiple-environment perspective used in combination with selection gradient analysis

provides a richer and less error-prone set of answers regarding the functional ecology of the system.
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indirect effects, Kerfoot, 1987; Wootton, 1993;

Abrams et al., 1996). Although organisms face

multiple selection agents in natural communities, they

also have multiple traits with which to mitigate these

selection pressures. Multiple traits provide not only a

battery of possible defences but also the potential for

evolution of adaptive trait combinations (i.e. trait

integration).

Communities often are described as complex webs

of interactions (Polis and Winemiller, 1996). Here we

emphasise that each interaction, direct or indirect, is

likely to be trait-mediated. In fact multiple traits often

will mediate given interactions. Our case studies

illustrated how given predator-prey interactions were

mediated by behaviour, morphology and life history

traits (e.g. Table 1). Often it will be difficult to

disentangle specific mechanisms that act simultane-

ously. Predators impact prey density through direct

consumption, but also alter prey traits, either through

biased consumption or by inducing phenotypic

variations (phenotypic plasticity of prey). Note that

both differential predation and induced responses

possibly make the prey more vulnerable to other

predator types (interaction modification). Or, preda-

tors may simply elevate stress in prey causing

reduced growth, and only indirectly, as mediated by

changing prey traits, affect prey abundance (Werner

and Anholt, 1996; Boonstra et al., 1998; McPeek et

al., 2001). Thus for every direct effect in a

community there may be one or more important

indirect effects.

So far research has focused on direct effects.

Research on indirect effects is rapidly increasing

(reviewed in Wootton, 2002), but most studies simply

describe how a given species affects the abundance or

demography of another, rather than focusing on how

traits mediate interspecific interactions. Identifying

specific traits that mediate an interaction provides two

benefits. First, one can understand the pattern in terms

of cause, so that we have a priori predictive abilities

for novel systems. For example, knowing the traits

mediating a given interaction we can know whether a

study in the Gulf of Mexico should be generalisable to

the Wadden Sea. Secondly, and perhaps more

importantly, understanding how a trait mediates an

interaction can serve as a starting point to deduce the

possible suite of interacting traits that mediate other

interactions outside of the focal interaction. That is,

defining an interaction in terms of traits paves the way

to understand the diversity of mechanisms generating

community patterns.

Our case studies have illustrated the complexities

of natural systems and the utility of a pluralistic

approach. And yet the model system referenced (snail-

fish-crayfish) is relatively simple, comprising only

three species. Understanding larger interaction webs is

unquestionably daunting, but a pluralistic approach

combining several subdisciplines of ecology and

evolution should facilitate progress. Although such

integration could take many conceivable forms, we

have emphasised four topics we believe will aid

discovery of mechanisms structuring natural com-

munities.
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